We are mandated by an international trading company with production plants in 22 different countries. The group headquarters are located in the Zug area. For the finance team we are looking for
an experienced and technically sound person as

Corporate accountant (f/m)
Your tasks
You will be responsible for running the accounts of the holding company as well as some of the larger subsidiaries including monthly/year-end closing (OR/IFRS) and monthly management reporting.
You will oversee, coordinate and provide guidance to internal service providers who are processing
the entries for the sub ledgers of the larger Swiss subsidiaries. Furthermore, you will be processing
the weekly bank payments, support group cash management, provide supporting documents for tax
compliance and finalise Swiss and International VAT declarations. Being part of a small team, it is
crucial to be a team player and be used to work hand in hand with your colleagues. Due to your
professional experience you are well suited to provide useful input to improve and further develop the
accounting and finance processes and systems.

Your opportunity
As a result of the expansion strategy the group structure is shifting permanently. Hence, we are able
to offer you an interesting work environment with a large variety of tasks and responsibilities. You will
be well positioned to make meaningful use of your professional accounting experience and to help
further develop processes and work flows. A permanent exchange with your colleagues from other
departments or group companies adds versatility to your work day. Your role can be best described
as an interface function between finance and business. As a self-starter you feel comfortable with the
international and entrepreneurial corporate culture and with the transparent and straight forward
communication style. Office premises are centrally located with easy access by public transport or
car.

Your profile
As a finance specialist you possess several years of professional accounting experience and are
sound with month/year end closing procedures. You are familiar with Swiss Code of Obligation and
IFRS accounting standards. Strong SAP (FI/CO) and Excel skills for reporting purposes as well as
fluency in German and English are a must. After your commercial apprenticeship with VET Diploma
you have successfully passed the exam to Chartered Specialist in Accounting and Financial Management Federal Diploma of Higher Education. You are a hands-on person with a structured, goal
oriented approach and your work efficiency and quality is based on analytical and organisational
strength. Your competence lies within the accounting space and therefore it seems easy for you to
persuade others of your point of view. Despite of being a self-starter and motivated person, you like
to work in teams, have a healthy curiosity for new approaches and ideas as well as a flexible mindset and are ready to go the extra mile.
Interested? Do not hesitate to contact Martin Raubach for further information. Please submit your
complete file including photo by e-mail to martin.raubach@deligo.ch.
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